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Signs in with Facebook
or existing account

Creates new account with
Facebook or types all

the information required

Clicks
Confirmation

button

Click on “Allow location
information”

Types Zipcode

Dogs nearby appear
on the screen

User swipes
through the dogs

cards

User clicks on Search
to filter dog options

Clicks
Confirmation

button

Selects
desired:

Swipes
through the dogs

cards

Taps on a dog
to know more

Scrolls down to see
information and more details

about the dog

Taps the like button to
add it to the favorites list

Taps the 
share button

Taps the
Adopt now button

Taps the quick like button
to add another dog
to the favorites list

Clicks the menu button

Clicks the
Favorites Section button

Selects one or more
dogs to adopt

All liked dogs are displayed

Brings the
user back to the

home screen

Testimonials
and succesful stories
of adoptions through

the app

A list of
liked dogs

available for
adoption

Alerts of liked
dogs that are
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Notifications of

current adoption
process

User’s
information

How to use
the app. Steps

to adopt

Information about
the shelter.

Donations for
pet shelter or
specific dog.
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Quick application
form appears

Does the user
has an updated

profile?

Clicks the back button
The user decides
where to share it

- Size
- Gender
- Breed

Taps the
Adopt now button

User fills out the form

Clicks confirm and
send information button

User clicks OK

User clicks OK

Closes app to
check email information

Goes to the shelter and
finishes the adoption process

Waits for a response
from the shelter

Confirmation pop up appears
(Check your email for meeting info.)

Error pop up appears
(Some information is missing)

The form fills itself
with previous information
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complete?
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